Assembly of Highly Infectious Rotavirus Particles Recoated with Recombinant Outer Capsid Proteins
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Assembly of the rotavirus outer capsid is the final step of a complex pathway. In vivo, the later steps include a maturation process that involves the interaction of the viral nonstructural protein VP4 with the capsid protein VP7. In vitro, simply adding the recombinant outer capsid proteins VP4 and VP7 to authentic double-layered rotavirus subviral particles (DLPs) in the presence of calcium and acidic pH increases infectivity by a factor of up to 10^7, yielding particles as infectious as authentic purified virions. VP4 must be added before VP7 for high-level infectivity. Steep dependence of infectious recoating on VP4 concentration suggests that VP4-VP4 interactions, probably oligomerization, precede VP4 binding to particles. Trypsin sensitivity analysis identifies two populations of VP4 associated with recoated particles: properly mounted VP4 that can be specifically primed by trypsin, and nonspecifically associated VP4 that is degraded by trypsin. A full complement of properly assembled VP4 is not required for efficient infectivity. Minimal dependence of recoating on VP7 concentration suggests that VP7 binds DLPs with high affinity. The parameters for efficient recoating and the characterization of recoated particles suggest a model in which, after a relatively weak interaction between oligomeric VP4 and DLPs, VP7 binds the particles and locks VP4 in place. Recoating will allow the use of infectious modified rotavirus particles to explore rotavirus assembly and cell entry and could lead to practical applications in novel immunization strategies.

To initiate rotavirus infection, the nonenveloped, icosahedral, triple-layered particle (TLP or virion) must translocate a large transcriptionally active subviral particle, the double-layered particle (DLP), across a membrane and into the cytoplasm of a target cell. The DLP consists of concentric VP2 and VP6 icosahedral protein shells, which encapsidate 11 double-stranded RNA genome segments, the viral polymerase (VP1), and a capping enzyme (VP3). Biochemical and structural studies indicate that conformational rearrangements in VP4 and VP7, the two proteins that make up the outermost shell of the TLP, deliver the DLP into the cytoplasm. The dissociation of trimers of the plate-like protein VP7 in low-calcium environments mediates uncoating in vitro (17, 51). The spike protein VP4 is anchored in the DLP and protrudes through the VP7 layer (53, 58). This protein undergoes a fold-back rearrangement that resembles the fusogenic rearrangements of enveloped virus fusion proteins (18), although the function of the VP4 conformational change has yet to be demonstrated experimentally.

Because VP4 and VP7 are both targets of neutralizing antibodies, understanding the mechanism of cell entry is linked to understanding protection against rotavirus gastroenteritis, which kills approximately 500,000 children each year (43). The development of efficient techniques to incorporate recombinant VP4 and VP7 into infectious rotavirus virions would provide powerful tools to investigate how these proteins mediate translocation of the DLP into the cytoplasm. A recombinant gene encoding VP4 has recently been introduced into the rotavirus genome (30). This first realization of rotavirus reverse genetics relies on selection for recombinant viruses during serial passage and allows the production of replication-competent particles with modified outer capsid proteins.

The ability to engineer virions that are defective for cell entry would greatly expand the possibilities for experiments that probe the rotavirus cell entry pathway. The development of “recoating genetics” for reovirus allows such experiments to be carried out using this virus (4). Reovirus recoating has been used successfully to study assembly and cell entry mechanisms (3, 4, 40, 41). During recoating, minimally infectious authentic reovirus cores (functionally equivalent to rotavirus DLPs) are incubated in vitro with the recombinantly expressed components of the reovirus entry apparatus. Recoating produces particles that are approximately one million times more infectious than cores and half as infectious as authentic reovirus virions (4).

Reovirus particle assembly occurs entirely in the cytoplasm (reviewed in reference 39). In contrast, rotavirus assembly in vivo involves sequential steps in the cytoplasm, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and possibly a post-ER compartment (reviewed in reference 20). Rotavirus outer capsid assembly in vivo requires a virally encoded ER-membrane receptor and involves budding of the DLP into the ER followed by a maturation process. This complexity raises a potential barrier to developing in vitro recoating for rotavirus.

Transcapsidation of rotavirus particles suggests that it is possible to recoat rotavirus DLPs with virion-derived outer capsid proteins to achieve at least a low level of infectivity (5). In transcapsidation, solubilized outer capsid proteins from virions of one strain are incubated with DLPs from another strain at acidic pH. The resulting transcapsidated particles resemble...
Each drop using Photoshop 7 (Adobe Systems, Inc.). DLPs were banded a second time and dialyzed against TN (20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl) with 0.02% sodium azide. TLPs were dialyzed against TNC with 0.02% sodium azide.

**Recombinant protein purification.** RRV VP4 was purified from recombinant baculovirus-infected S9 cells by lectin affinity, immunosorbancy, and size exclusion chromatography as previously described (15). Purified proteins were quantified by absorbance at 280 nm, using absorption coefficients of 95,100 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ for VP4 and 62,700 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ for VP7. Absorption coefficients were calculated based on the sequence using Vector NTI 7 (InforMax, Inc.).

**Quantitation of DLPs and TLPs.** Viral and subviral particles were counted by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of negatively stained DLPs, by an adaptation of a previously described technique (47). Droplets containing purified DLPs mixed with known quantities of 85-nm-diameter latex bead standards (Polyscience, Inc.) were deposited on Formvar grids. The grids were supported on scintered glass so that buffer was drawn through the grids by capillary action, depositing particles on the grid surface. Droplets of 0.25% uranyl acetate and wash solution (TNC) were similarly drawn through the grids to ensure retention of the images. We obtained with a JEOL 1200EX 80-kV electron microscope. This technique gave highly reproducible ratios of DLPs to latex beads. Using these counts as a standard, we determined that 1 A₅₃₀ unit = 0.213 mg/ml of DLPs, corresponding to 2.2 × 10¹⁷ particles/ml. Estimation of TLP quantity by spectrophotometry proved less reliable, possibly due to light scattering by aggregated particles. Therefore, reported TLP quantities were measured by densitometry of VP2 and VP6 bands on Coomasie-stained sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) gels. VLPs produced by DLPs purified by absorbance at 260 nm were used as standards.

**Immunoelectron microscopy.** Trypsin-digested particles suspended in TNC were adsorbed on Formvar-coated grids for 5 minutes, after which excess buffer was blotted away. The grids were blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin in TNC, which was also used as a diluent for antibodies. Primary monoclonal antibodies, 120 μg/ml 7A12 against VP9* (35) or 100 μg/ml anti-site-histidine (Qiagen, Inc.), were applied to the grids for 15 min. The grids were washed four times with TNC, and 20 μg/ml of a 5-nm colloidal gold-conjugated goat antiserum against mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG; Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Inc.) was applied for 15 min. The grids were washed four times with TNC and negatively stained with 0.75% uranyl formate, pH 4.5 to 5.0.

**Recoating reaction.** In the standard recoating protocol, 9.75 μg/ml of purified VP4 (11.7 molecules for each binding site) in 1.0 to 2.5 μl of TNE was added to 3 μg DLPs in 2 to 5 μl of TN with 0.02% sodium azide. The solution was adjusted to pH 5.2 with a 0.1 volume of 0.5 M sodium acetate and incubated for 1 h at room temperature (RT; approximately 25°C). Next, 6 μg of purified VP7 (4.6 molecules for each binding site) in 10 to 20 μl of 0.1 X TNC was mixed with 0.5 M sodium acetate, pH 5.2, and a 20 μm Tris-buffered 10 mM CaCl₂ solution. The volumes of the sodium acetate and CaCl₂ solutions were calculated to yield half-reaction concentrations of 50 mM sodium acetate and 1 mM excess calcium (over EDTA) when combined with the DLP and VP4 mixture. After addition of this VP7-containing solution, the recoating reaction mixture was incubated for 1 h at RT. Trypsin activation of the recoated particles is described below (see “Trypsin digestion”). To test the dependence of the recoating reaction on pH, the reaction mixtures were brought to 20 mM in the following buffers during each incubation: sodium acetate (pH 4.6, 5.5, 5.2, and 5.4), 2-morpholinoethanesulfonic acid (pH 5.8 and 6.2), piperazine-1,4-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid) (pH 6.6), and 3-(N-morpholino)-propanesulfonic acid (pH 7.2).

For recoating with crude preparations of VP4 and VP7, 40 μl of a clarified recombinant baculovirus-infected cell lysate, containing approximately 30 μg/ml (340 mM) VP4, was added to 1 μg of DLPs, followed by 0.1 volume of 0.5 M sodium acetate, pH 5.2. The mixture was incubated for 1 h at RT. The source of VP7 was a clarified recombinant baculovirus-infected insect cell medium which had been concentrated 10-fold using an Amicon Ultra-4 10 kDa cut-off ultrafiltration device (Millipore Corp.). This concentrated medium contained approximately 0.85 mg/ml (27 mM) VP7. Fifty microliters of the concentrated VP7-containing medium was mixed with acetate buffer and calcium (as described above) and added to the DLPs and VP4 after a second 1-h RT incubation. Variations on these protocols are described in Results and the figure legends.

**Trypsin digestion.** Trypsin-digested particles were primed for infection by digestion with 5 μg/ml trypsin (100 μg/ml 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide ethyl ester (BAEE) units/mg; Sigma-Aldrich) at 37°C for 30 min. For analytical digestion, 1-chloro-3-tonsyl-amido-7-amino-2-heptanone-treated trypsin (at least 10,350 BAEE units/mg; Worthington Biochemical Corp.) was freshly diluted from a 5-mg/ml stock in 1 mM HCl and added to 1 μg/ml. After incubation at each drop using Photoshop 7 (Adobe Systems, Inc.). DLPs were banded a second time and dialyzed against TN (20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl) with 0.02% sodium azide. TLPs were dialyzed against TNC with 0.02% sodium azide.
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VP4 was reduced by treatment with approximately 5% polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (Bio-Rad Laboratories) by electroblotting. Bating for 5 min on ice before boiling in SDS-PAGE sample buffer.

Western blotting. Proteins separated by SDS-PAGE were transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (Bio-Rad Laboratories) by electroblotting. VP4 was reduced by treatment with approximately 5% β-mercaptoethanol prior to electrophoresis and detected using monoclonal antibody HS2 (42). VP7 was detected using monoclonal antibody M60 epitope, VP7 was not reduced prior to electrophoresis (55). Peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG was used as a secondary antibody (Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Inc.) and was detected by chemiluminescence (ECL Plus; GE Healthcare).

RESULTS

Reconstitution of infectivity by recoating DLPs with recombinant VP4 and VP7. Incubation of purified RRV DLPs with purified recombinant RRV VP4 and VP7 in the presence of calcium, followed by trypsin digestion of the mixture, reproducibly increases the infectivity of the particles by a factor of 10^2 to 10^7. The purified DLPs added to the reaction mixture are free of authentic VP4 or VP7, as assayed by Western blotting and Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE (not shown). In the experiment shown in Fig. 1A, the specific infectivity of the DLPs before recoating was 3 × 10^6 particles per focus-forming unit (FFU); after recoating, the specific activity was 28 particles per FFU.

Trypsin digestion primes rotavirus particles for infectivity by cleaving VP4 into two fragments, VPS* and VP5* (21). Trypsin priming increases the infectivity of purified authentic TLPs approximately 20- to 66-fold (10, 21). Trypsin priming increases the infectivity of recoated particles almost 1,000-fold (Fig. 1A). The lesser enhancement of authentic particle infectivity by trypsin priming may reflect adventitious cleavage of some VP4 on authentic particles during growth and purification, resulting in greater baseline infectivity before intentional trypsin cleavage. Calcium chelation destroys the infectivity of TLPs by uncoating virions (7). Correspondingly, recoated particle infectivity is reduced to the level of DLPs by incubation with EDTA (Fig. 1A).

The recoating reaction is strongly pH dependent. It is maximally efficient at pH 5.2 but yields less than a 10-fold increase in infectivity at pH 7.2 (Fig. 1B). Recoating is also temperature dependent, with a broad maximum between 4 and 30°C and a 100-fold-lower yield of infectious particles at 37°C (Fig. 1C). The recoating reaction can be carried out using crude preparations of proteins from recombinant baculovirus-infected insect cell lysates (for VP4) and medium (for VP7, which is secreted from insect cells). We have obtained increases in infectivity by factors of up to 10^6 using these crude preparations (not shown).

Recoating with limiting amounts of outer capsid proteins. Incubating DLPs with VP4 alone or with VP7 alone does not significantly increase their infectivity (Fig. 1A). Differences in the dependence of infectivity on VP7 and VP4 concentration and amount (relative to DLPs) reflect differences in the assembly of these proteins and in their function during cell entry. In the descriptions of these experiments, the stoichiometry of outer capsid proteins is calculated relative to the number of available binding sites rather than relative to the number of DLPs. Thus, a stoichiometry of 1 corresponds to 780 VP7 molecules and 180 VP4 molecules per DLP. The numbers of binding sites per DLP are based on evidence from electron cryomicroscopy and X-ray crystallography (18, 44, 58).

We explored the effect on infectious yield of increasing the amount of each outer capsid protein in the recoating reaction mixture from a stoichiometry of 0 to 9 (Fig. 2A and B). To explore dependence on VP4, the amount and concentration of DLPs and VP7 were held constant (Fig. 2A). The amount and concentration of VP4 varied together. Infectivity rose with each increment of VP4 until it reached a plateau at a VP4 stoichiometry of 3. The increased infectivity (approximately 20-fold greater than with DLPs alone) at a VP4 stoichiometry of 0.3 suggests either that particles with partial VP4 occupancy are infectious or that limiting quantities of VP4 are distributed nonrandomly between particles. The continued rise in infectivity above a VP4 stoichiometry of 1 (and concentration of

FIG. 1. Basic recoating parameters. “Relative infectivity” is the infectious titer of each recoating mixture divided by the infectious titer of DLPs alone. The error bars indicate the standard deviations of three titrations of each sample. The standard recoating mixture is described in Materials and Methods. Modifications to this procedure are indicated under each graph. (A) Dependence on the components of the reaction mixture. std, standard procedure; no T, not trypsin digested; EDTA, 5 mM EDTA added before trypsin digestion; 4 only, buffer alone substituted for VP7; 7 only, buffer alone substituted for VP4. (B) Dependence on pH. Recoating reaction mixtures were adjusted to the indicated pH during incubation with VP4 and VP7 (buffers are listed in Materials and Methods). (C) Temperature dependence. Temperatures during incubations with VP4 and VP7 are indicated. (D) Order of addition. VP4 and VP7 were added to the reaction mixtures in the indicated orders: 4 + 7, VP4 first; 7 + 4, VP7 with excess calcium first.
FIG. 2. Titration of recoating reaction mixture components. Infectivity is reported relative to that of DLPs alone. In panels A to D, \(3 \times 10^{10}\) DLPs were used in each recoating. In panels C to F, saturating amounts of VP4 and VP7 were always present. Error bars indicate the standard deviations of three titrations of each sample. (A) Recoating with limiting amounts of VP4. The VP7 stoichiometry is 3. The VP7 concentration is 3.4 μM. (B) Recoating with limiting amounts of VP7. The VP4 stoichiometry is 9. The VP4 concentration is 2 μM. (C) Dependence of recoating on the concentration of VP4 and DLPs. The VP4 and DLP concentrations were varied in parallel by dilution with VP7 in TNC. The VP7 concentration is 4.7 μM; the VP7 stoichiometry varies from 1 to 16; the VP4 stoichiometry is 3. (D) Dependence of recoating on the concentration of VP7 and DLPs. The VP7 and DLP concentrations were varied in parallel by dilution with VP4 in TNE. The VP4 concentration is 2.8 μM; the VP4 stoichiometry varies from 3 to 48; the VP7 stoichiometry is 1. (E) Titration of DLPs. The VP4 concentration is 1.7 μM, and the VP7 concentration is 8.7 μM. The stoichiometries of VP4 and VP7 vary inversely with the amount of DLPs. VP4 and VP7 are present in the same stoichiometry. (F) Titration of VP4. The VP7 concentration is 0.9 μM; the VP7 stoichiometry is 3.6. The DLP concentration is 0.32 nM; the DLP quantity is \(9.4 \times 10^7\) particles. The data points marked by diamonds and crosses are taken from separate experiments. Note that the abscissa of this panel is on a linear scale.
0.22 μM) suggests that relatively low-affinity interactions are involved in VP4 addition or that not all added VP4 molecules can assemble and function in entry.

To explore the dependence on VP7, the amount and concentration of DLPs and VP4 were held constant (Fig. 2B). The amount and concentration of VP7 varied together. Infectivity plateaued at a VP7 stoichiometry of 1. At a VP7 stoichiometry of 0.3, approximately 3% of the maximum infectious yield was obtained, corresponding to a 10^6-fold enhancement in infectivity. The large increase in infectivity with a substoichiometric amount of VP7 suggests either that partially coated particles are infectious or that VP7 assembly is cooperative, so that a higher proportion of complete capsids form than can be accounted for by the random distribution of VP7 between particles.

**Dependence of recoating on DLP and outer capsid protein concentrations.** In the experiments of Fig. 2A and B, the quantity of one outer capsid protein varied from substoichiometric to saturating amounts. The concentration of that protein varied together with its quantity. Thus, with less recombinant protein added, the lower infectivity could have been due to an insufficient quantity of VP4 or VP7 being available for assembly or due to an insufficient concentration of VP4 or VP7 being available to drive low-affinity interactions. To distinguish these possibilities, we performed experiments in which both outer capsid proteins were always present in excess relative to binding sites on DLPs, and the concentration of each outer capsid protein was varied separately (Fig. 2C and D). In these experiments, the reaction volume was progressively increased, with the concentration of one outer capsid protein being held constant so that its total amount increased. As the volume increased, the concentration of DLPs and of the other outer capsid protein fell together.

To assess the effect of VP4 and DLP concentration on infectious yield, constant amounts of VP4 and DLPs were diluted with varying amounts of buffer and VP7. The final VP4 and DLP concentrations varied inversely with the volume added. VP7 concentration remained constant, and the VP7 stoichiometry was always saturating at 1 or greater (Fig. 2C). The infectious yield was strongly dependent on the concentration of VP4 and DLPs. A twofold decrease in VP4 (1.3 to 0.67 μM) and DLP (2.6 to 1.3 nM) concentration decreased infectivity 869-fold. This steep decrease indicates greater-than-second-order reaction kinetics. Therefore, cooperativity involving DLPs and outer capsid proteins were always present in excess relative to binding sites on DLPs, and the concentration of each outer capsid protein was varied separately (Fig. 2C and D). In these experiments, the reaction volume was progressively increased, with the concentration of one outer capsid protein being held constant so that its total amount increased. As the volume increased, the concentration of DLPs and of the other outer capsid protein fell together.

To assess the effect of VP4 and DLP concentration on infectious yield, constant amounts of VP4 and DLPs were diluted with varying amounts of buffer and VP7. The final VP4 and DLP concentrations varied inversely with the volume added. VP7 concentration remained constant, and the VP7 stoichiometry was always saturating at 1 or greater (Fig. 2C). The infectious yield was strongly dependent on the concentration of VP4 and DLPs. A twofold decrease in VP4 (1.3 to 0.67 μM) and DLP (2.6 to 1.3 nM) concentration decreased infectivity 869-fold. This steep decrease indicates greater-than-second-order reaction kinetics. Therefore, cooperativity involving VP4 and/or DLPs must drive VP4 assembly.

To assess the effect of VP7 and DLP concentration on the infectious yield of recoating, a constant amount of DLPs was diluted with various amounts of buffer and VP4 (Fig. 2D). VP4 concentration remained constant, and VP4 stoichiometry remained saturating at 3 or greater. After incubation, a constant amount of VP7 was added in a buffer adjusted to maintain a 1 mM final excess of calcium over EDTA. The final VP7 and DLP concentrations varied inversely with volume. Infectious yield was insensitive to the concentration of VP7 and DLPs over the range tested. As the DLP and VP7 concentrations fell 16-fold, infectivity only decreased 3-fold (Fig. 2D). These results indicate that VP7 binds DLPs with high affinity.

**Dependence of recoating on DLP concentration and quantity.** To detect potential cooperativity involving DLPs, constant amounts and concentrations of VP4 and VP7 were added to a constant volume of serially diluted DLPs (Fig. 2E). The amount of DLPs varied from 3 × 10^7 to 3 × 10^10 particles, and the DLP concentration varied in parallel. From 3 to 200 pM (3 × 10^7 to 2 × 10^9 particles), infectious yield varied linearly with DLP concentration and quantity. At higher concentrations and quantities, the increase in infectivity leveled off. Based on the threefold or greater molar excess of VP4 and VP7 in all reaction mixtures and the results presented in Fig. 2A and B, depletion of outer capsid proteins by an excess of DLPs does not explain the plateau. Thus, there was no indication of cooperativity between DLPs in the recoating reaction. Actually, the results suggest competition between DLPs at higher concentrations. We hypothesize that the plateau in infectivity at higher DLP concentrations and amounts reflects aggregation of recoated particles, which we have observed in larger samples (see “Trypsin priming of VP4 on recoated particles,” below).

**Dependence of recoating on VP4 concentration.** The large drop in infectivity when VP4 and DLP concentration decline together (Fig. 2C) and the modest drop when only DLP concentration declines (Fig. 2E) suggest that VP4 concentration is a key determinant of infectious recoating efficiency. To test this hypothesis, we added a constant volume of serially diluted VP4 to a constant amount and concentration of DLPs. The total amount of VP4 was always saturating, with a stoichiometry always greater than 3. After incubation, a constant amount of VP7 was added (Fig. 2F). A 5.7-fold rise in VP4 concentration (from 0.35 to 2.0 μM) increased infectivity approximately 1,000-fold. At higher VP4 concentrations, infectivity fell (not shown). Copelleting of particles and VP4 with low-speed centrifugation (16,000 × g for 10 min) at higher VP4 concentrations suggests that this fall in infectivity is due to coaggregation of VP4 and DLPs (not shown). In the range of concentrations displayed in Fig. 2F, the dependence of infectivity on VP4 concentration is approximately fourth order, although the confounding effect of VP4-mediated aggregation precludes fitting a simple model to the data.

**Dependence of recoating on the order of addition of VP4 and VP7.** Adding VP7 to DLPs before VP4 yields minimal (five-fold) enhancement of infectivity; adding VP4 before VP7 yields a full (10^5- to 10^6-fold) increase (Fig. 1D). Varying the delay between the addition of VP4 and VP7 does not significantly affect the infectious yield, and simultaneous addition produces an intermediate level of infectivity (not shown). VP4 must also be added before VP7 when crude insect cell lysates containing VP4 are used in place of purified VP4 and unprocessed insect cell medium containing VP7 is used in place of purified VP7 (not shown). Because the recoating mixture contains the same components at the time of trypsin priming, regardless of the order of addition, these results suggest that sequential assembly of VP4, and then VP7, onto DLPs is required to produce infectious particles.

**EM and immuno-EM characterization of recoated particles.** Recoated particles resemble authentic rotavirus virions by electron microscopy of negatively stained specimens. Like authentic TLFS (Fig. 3A, D, and G), recoated particles have a smooth outer rim of VP7 (Fig. 3C, F, and I). By contrast, the DLPs used as starting material for recoating have a serrated rim (Fig. 3B, E, and H). VP4 is not detected reliably by electron microscopy of negatively stained authentic TLFS or recoated particles, but it can be detected on particles by immuno-
electron microscopy. Monoclonal antibody 7A12 against the VP8* fragment of VP4 decorates authentic TLPs (Fig. 3D) and recoated particles (Fig. 3F), but not DLPs (Fig. 3E). An irrelevant antibody (anti-histidine tag) does not decorate any of the particles. (Fig. 3G, H, and I).

**EM of partially recoated particles.** If there were no cooperativity between VP7 trimers during assembly, adding 0.3 molecules of VP7 per binding site would fully recoat approximately 1 out of $10^{136}$ particles. If only fully recoated particles were infectious, there would be no measurable increase in infectivity. However, adding 0.3 molecules of VP7 per binding site to DLPs increases infectivity 10,000-fold (Fig. 2B). Therefore, either particles with incomplete VP7 layers are infectious or trimers assemble cooperatively onto each DLP.

EM of negatively stained particles recoated with VP7 at a stoichiometry of 0.3 reveals a mixture of particles with serrated outlines (not shown), particles with complete smooth outlines (not shown), and particles with mixed outlines (Fig. 4). The two-dimensional projections do not reveal whether some particles with serrated outlines bound VP7 that does not contribute to the outline or whether some particles with complete smooth outlines have unobserved defects in their VP7 layer. Therefore, the micrographs do not allow precise quantitation of the proportion of partially recoated particles and do not resolve whether partially recoated particles are infectious. Nevertheless, the presence of many particles with contiguous but incomplete outer capsids indicates that there is cooperativity between VP7 trimers during assembly that is strong enough to create patches of assembled VP7 but not strong enough to produce a mixture of only fully coated and completely uncoated particles.

**Physical characterization of purified recoated particles.** Fractionation of an untrypsinized recoating reaction mixture by isopycnic centrifugation through a CsCl density gradient yields a peak of particles with a density of 1.363 g/ml (Fig. 5A), closely matching the density of authentic TLPs. Infectivity
peaks in the pool that contains the peak of physical particles (Fig. 5B). Approximately 17% of the infectivity of the mixture added to the gradient is recovered in the peak fractions. Loss of infectivity during CsCl purification is also observed for authentic rotavirus TLPs (reference 6 and data not shown). The specific infectivity of the recoating mixture before the purification shown in Fig. 5 was $6.1 \times 10^3$ particles per FFU. After banding in CsCl, the specific infectivity was $3.8 \times 10^3$ particles per FFU, a 6.2-fold decrease. Purified authentic RRV TLPs, cultivated in the absence of trypsin and primed after banding in CsCl, have similar specific infectivity ($1.0 \times 10^3$ particles per FFU).

SDS-PAGE of the pooled peak fractions (Fig. 6A, lane RP) shows a recoated particle protein composition that is similar to that of authentic purified TLPs (Fig. 6A, lane TLP). The recombinant VP7 associated with recoated particles migrates slightly more quickly and in a more dispersed band than the authentic VP7 associated with authentic TLPs. The differences in the migration of authentic and recombinant VP7 are probably due to different processing of the proteins’ oligosaccharide side chains and possibly due to cleavage of recombinant VP7 by adventitious proteases during purification. Fractions containing recoated particles contain both intact VP4 and fragments that migrate between the positions of VP4 and VP5* by SDS-PAGE. These fragments have blocked N termini and are probably formed by partial cleavage of VP4 (see below). VP5*, but little or no intact VP4, is associated with the TLPs.

**Trypsin priming of VP4 on recoated particles.** To prime virions for infectivity, trypsin specifically cleaves authentic assembled VP4 after three closely spaced arginines between VP8* and VP5* (R231, R241, and R247) (1). Cleavage after R247, which produces the VP5* N terminus at A248, is essential for infectivity and membrane interactions (1, 23). Trypsin cleavage of soluble, unassembled recombinant VP4 is considerably more extensive and does not yield a protease-resistant product that comigrates with authentic VP5* (16) (Fig. 6B, lane VP4+T).

Trypsin digestion of purified recoated particles produces a fragment that comigrates with authentic VP5* by Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE (Fig. 6A, lanes RP+T and TLP+T), reacts with a monoclonal antibody against VP5* by Western blotting (Fig. 6B, lanes RP+T and TLP+T), and has the authentic VP5* N-terminal sequence AQANE (corresponding to RRV VP4 residues 248 to 252). A slight broadening of the VP7 band upon trypsin digestion of recoated particles (Fig. 6A, lane RP+T) but not upon trypsin digestion of TLPs (Fig. 6A, lane TLP+T) indicates slightly greater protease sensitivity of some of the VP7 on the recoated particles. The difference in protease sensitivity suggests a subtle difference in assembly of VP7 onto authentic and recoated particles. When recoated particles or authentic TLPs are uncoated by calcium chelation, trypsin degrades VP4, yielding little or no VP5* (Fig. 6B and C, lanes RP+E/T and TLP+E/T). Similarly, if VP7 is added to DLPs before VP4, subsequent trypsin digestion degrades VP4 (Fig. 6C, lane REV+T). Thus, recombinant VP4 must be added to

![FIG. 4. TEM of negatively stained, partially recoated particles. DLPs were recoated with VP7 at a stoichiometry of 0.3. In these examples, VP7 is visible as patches on the particle surface, resulting in segments of smooth contour and segments of serrated contour on the same particle. In each panel, an arrow marks a transition between a region of smooth contour and serrated contour.](http://jvi.asm.org/pserve/vol80/issue12/11299f4.png)

![FIG. 5. Purification of recoated particles by isopycnic density centrifugation. (A) Particle distribution. The solid line shows the fluorescence of each fraction of a CsCl density gradient after mixing with ethidium bromide and illuminating at 302 nm. Black circles indicate density. The peak of fluorescence, which identifies RNA-containing particles, is at 1.36 g/ml. Fractions were combined into pools a to h. (B) Infectivity of each pool from panel A.](http://jvi.asm.org/pserve/vol80/issue12/11299f5.png)
Trypsin digestion also has a grossly observable effect on preparations of purified recoated particles. Purified, uncleaved, recoated particles aggregate visibly when CsCl-containing gradient fractions are dialyzed against TNC. Trypsin digestion disperses these aggregates. This finding suggests that, during recoating, some recombinant protein assemblies properly onto DLPs and becomes relatively trypsin resistant, while some recombinant protein is bound nonspecifically, possibly as a result of denaturation under the conditions of acidity during recoating and high ionic strength during isopycnic centrifugation. The nonspecifically associated protein (primarily VP4) remains trypsin sensitive and is probably responsible for aggregation.

Densitometry of the Coomassie-stained VP4 band in lane TLP +E/T indicates that trypsin digestion converts approximately 40% of the recoated particle-associated VP4 into VP5*. That trypsin-digested recoated particles have approximately 28% as much VP5* as authentic TLPs. This finding indicates, at most, 28% average spike occupancy on recoated particles. The spike occupancy of authentic purified TLPs is not known precisely and varies among strains (6).

**DISCUSSION**

Sequentially adding recombinant VP4 and VP7 to DLPs yields recoated rotavirus particles that are more infectious than DLPs by a factor of up to 10^7 (Fig. 1A). The recoated particles resemble authentic rotavirus TLPs by electron microscopy of negatively stained specimens (Fig. 3). After trypsin priming, freshly recoated particles have a specific infectivity as low as 28 particles per FFU. By contrast, the lowest specific infectivity that we have obtained for purified authentic RRV TLPs is 1 × 10^3 particles per FFU. The lower infectivity of purified TLPs probably reflects damage to the outer capsid during purification from infected cells. Unlike the outer capsid of purified TLPs, the outer capsid of recoated particles has not been subjected to freezing and thawing, extraction with an organic solvent (Freen), or incubation at high ionic strength (approximately 2.5 M CsCl). Although the DLPs used as starting material for recoating are also subjected to these insults during purification from infected cells, they are harder than TLPs. Large losses in TLP infectivity during purification have been documented previously (6). Specific infectivity comparable to that of recoated particles has been reported for nonpurified authentic rotavirus-containing preparations (28), although differences in techniques preclude precise comparison to our results.

Calcium and low pH are required for efficient recoating (Fig. 1A and B). Calcium-dependent trimerization of VP7 (15), a prerequisite for VP7 binding to DLPs, explains the calcium requirement. Why is low pH required? Transcapsidation also requires acidic pH (5). The affinity of EDTA for calcium falls steeply at low pH. Because transcapsidation reaction mixtures contain more EDTA than calcium, acidity may be required to free calcium from EDTA. However, recoating is carried out with excess calcium present. Therefore, low pH must also promote outer capsid assembly through another mechanism, possibly facilitating initial VP4-VP4 or VP4-DLP interactions. There is no evidence that outer capsid assembly occurs in an acidic compartment of infected cells.

VP4 must be added to DLPs before VP7 for efficient functional recoating (Fig. 1D). In infected cells, VP7 assemblies onto DLPs in the ER lumen in a process that is linked to a membrane penetration event. VP7 assembly as the DLP, having acquired a transient lipid envelope by budding into the ER, sheds this envelope. DLP budding and transient envelope loss require the activity of the virally encoded, ER membrane...
anchored nonstructural glycoprotein NSP4 (2, 31, 45, 56). VP7 also appears to have a direct role in mediating envelope disruption (31). Nevertheless, in vitro, VP7 assembles onto DLPs efficiently and functionally with no requirement for a chaperone and no link to membrane disruption.

The timing and location of VP4 assembly in infected cells is controversial. Some observations suggest that VP4 binds DLPs in the cytoplasm or the ER, before or during VP7 assembly. These observations include electron cryomicroscopy reconstructions showing a VP4 domain buried beneath the VP7 layer (58), immunoelectron microscopy localizing VP4 in the cytoplasm between viroplasms and the ER membrane (46), colocalization of VP4 with NSP4 by immunofluorescence microscopy and biochemical assays (26), the detection of VP4 in transiently enveloped particles (48), and the accumulation of viral particles in the ER of infected cells depleted of VP4 by small interfering RNA (11). On the other hand, immunofluorescence microscopy using monoclonal antibody 7.7 detects VP4 in lipid rafts, bound to cytoskeletal elements, and exposed on the external face of the apical plasma membrane (14, 38, 52). This antibody does not detect VP4 in the ER lumen. These observations have given rise to the alternative hypothesis that VP4 assembles after VP7, possibly while VP7-coated nascent particles are transported from the ER to the apical cell surface (12, 29, 52). The order of addition required for efficient in vitro recoating is more consistent with the hypothesis that VP4 assembly precedes VP7 assembly in vivo.

VP4 assembly involves low-affinity interactions, as demonstrated by a very steep dependence on VP4 concentration. Between 0.35 and 2.0 μM VP4, reconstituted infectivity varies with VP4 concentration to the fourth power (Fig. 2F). Consistent with a requirement for low-affinity interactions involving VP4, a threefold molar excess of VP4 must be added to maximize infectivity (Fig. 2A). With fixed VP4 and VP7 concentrations, infectivity varies linearly with DLP concentration and quantity (Fig. 2E). Therefore, VP4-VP4 interactions, not VP4-DLP interactions, are primarily responsible for the steep dependence of infectious recoating on VP4 concentration. As VP4 clusters are dispersed on the virion surface, it is likely that the VP4-VP4 interaction occurs between molecules within each cluster rather than between VP4 molecules in different clusters. We hypothesize that this limiting interaction is a low-affinity trimerization of VP4. This oligomerization must be weak, because the distribution of VP4 in an equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation experiment can be fit well by a nonassociating monomer model (16).

In the lattice of crystallized rotavirus strain RF VP6, residues D286 and N266 from adjacent trimers coordinate a calcium ion (36). Comparison of the VP6 trimer structure to electron cryomicroscopy reconstructions indicates that these residues are in the interface between VP6 and VP4 on trypsin-primed virions (36). Although the growth of the VP6 crystals in 200 mM calcium could lead to the presence of ordered calcium at low-affinity sites, the presence of calcium bound to these residues suggests that calcium could also be coordinated between VP4 and VP6 on primed virions (36). However, after incubation of DLPs with a comparatively high concentration of VP4 (2 μM) in the presence of 1 mM calcium, no VP4 coelutes with DLPs from a gel filtration chromatography column (data not shown). These findings suggest that, like VP4 oligomerization, the VP4-DLP interaction is also weak. There are no published structural data on the interaction of uncleaved VP4 with VP6 or VP7. The mass density for VP4, including the foot domain, is not seen in electron cryomicroscopy reconstructions of uncleaved particles (10).

The calcium-dependent trimerization of VP7 in solution is somewhat less weak. In the presence of calcium, VP7 trimerizes with a K<sub>d</sub> of approximately 2 × 10<sup>3</sup>, and two VP7 peaks by gel filtration chromatography correspond to VP7 trimers and monomers in slow equilibrium (17). VP7 trimers bind DLPs with high affinity, as indicated by the minimal dependence of infectious recoating on VP7 concentration in the range of 0.29 to 4.7 μM VP7 (Fig. 2D). Because of this high affinity, infectious yield from recoating reaches a plateau at a VP7 stoichiometry of 1, and no excess VP7 is required to drive recoating (Fig. 2B). The presence of contiguous patches of VP7 on recoated particles produced in the presence of substoichiometric amounts of VP7 suggests cooperativity between VP7 trimers during assembly (Fig. 4). There is also evidence for cooperativity between dissociating VP7 trimers during disassembly (uncoating). The binding of bivalent antibodies to between 1% and 10% of the VP7 molecules on a virion neutralizes rotavirus infectivity (50). These antibodies neutralize by blocking uncoating (32). The ability of one or a few antibody cross-links to lock the VP7 shell in place suggests that all 780 VP7 molecules on a virion undergo a concerted, cooperative conformational change during uncoating.

These observations suggest a model for the reactions that lead to infectious recoating (Fig. 7). In this model, VP4 transiently oligomerizes. These VP4 oligomers bind DLPs weakly. VP7 undergoes calcium-dependent trimerization and binds the DLPs tightly, locking VP4 in place. VP7 binding does not depend on the prior binding of VP4 (Fig. 4), consistent with the observation that triple-layered particles without VP4 assemble in infected cells depleted of VP4 by small interfering RNA (13). This model does not account for possible facilitation of VP4 or VP7 oligomerization by the transient binding of monomers to adjacent sites on the DLP surface.

Proper assembly of VP4 sets the stage for triggered conformational changes that lead to cell entry. On authentic particles, newly assembled VP4 is flexible (10) and forms clusters of three (or, less likely, two) molecules in each peripentonal channel of the DLP (18, 44, 58). Trypsin primes rotavirus for membrane interactions and cell entry by specifically cleaving flexible, assembled VP4 between VP8* and VP5* (1, 23). The
priming cleavage triggers a rearrangement that rigidifies VP4 into spikes (10). After an unknown second trigger, VP4 folds back on itself, forming a stable umbrella-shaped trimer (18). This fold-back translocates an exposed hydrophobic region from one end of the molecule to the other.

Trypsin cleaves unassembled VP4 more extensively than assembled VP4 (16). Preventing proper VP4 assembly by adding VP7 first during recoating or solubilizing VP4 by disrupting the outer capsid with a calcium chelator leaves VP4 sensitive to degradation by trypsin (Fig. 6B and C). Thus, specific trypsin cleavage between VP8* and VP5* to produce a fragment with the electrophoretic mobility and N-terminal sequence of authentic VP5* is an indicator of proper VP4 assembly. Serial digestion of recombinant VP4 in solution with chymotrypsin and trypsin triggers the N-terminal half of VP5* to rearrange into a folded-back umbrella-shaped trimer (18). Digestion of VP4 on the virion leads to the formation of the stable protruding spike. We hypothesize that this spike is a metastable intermediate, primed for a second rearrangement to yield the folded-back state. When VP7 locks VP4 into the peripentonal channels of the DLP, it sets up the restraints that allow for specific trypsin cleavage between VP8* and VP5* and the arrest of rearranging VP4 in a metastable conformation.

In vitro assembly of VP4 is relatively inefficient. Recoated particles have a decreased total complement of VP4, and protease sensitivity analysis shows that only 40% of the associated VP4 is properly assembled. Although the association of the remaining 60% is stable to CsCl gradient purification, its protease sensitivity indicates that it is not mounted properly. This improper association may reflect aggregation of VP4 with DLPs at the low pH of recoating and/or the high ionic strength of purification. Relatively low occupancy and the confounding presence of improperly mounted VP4 are barriers to using recoated particles to image spike morphology. However, because high occupancy is not required for efficient infectivity, recoated particles are highly suitable for functional studies. Consistent with the finding that a relatively small complement of functional spikes suffices for efficient infectivity, most, if not all, of the VP4 on a virion must be bound by antibody to neutralize infectivity (50).

Previous studies of transcapsidated particles and recombinant VLPs have examined VP4 association and cleavage. The level of specifically cleaved VP4 that mediates the low-level infectivity of transcapsidated particles appears to be below the detection limit of silver-stained SDS-PAGE (5). Western blot evidence of digestion of VP4 to VP5* suggests that some VP4 is properly mounted on VLPs formed by coinfecting insect cells with baculoviruses expressing VP2, VP4, VP6, and VP7 (9, 23, 24). Baculovirus-expressed VP7 is probably cotranslationally translocated into the ER and appears to be secreted from insect cells (17); the other proteins probably accumulate in the cytoplasm. Therefore, VP4 probably binds VP2/6 particles in the insect cell cytoplasm, with VP7 released from the ER or secreted into the cell culture medium binding afterwards. Thus, compartmentalization in insect cells sets up an order of addition conducive to proper VP4 assembly.

Indeed, we hypothesize that, during authentic rotavirus infection of mammalian cells, segregation of VP7 in the ER from DLPs in the cytoplasm might allow VP4 to bind DLPs before VP7. Scaffolding by NSP4 (33) or chaperoning by cellular factors may facilitate efficient VP4 assembly. Although the activity of NSP4 or cellular factors could potentially permit a reverse order of assembly, VP4 also must be added before VP7 when recoating is carried out in the presence of an insect cell lysate (not shown). Therefore, any factors that allow the late addition of VP4 are absent or inactive in the insect cell extract.

Recoating in vitro has allowed the determination of key parameters underlying rotavirus assembly, such as differences in the binding affinities of VP4 and VP7 and a required order of addition. Recoating also demonstrates the ability of relatively few functional VP4 spikes to mediate efficient infectivity. Recoating with engineered outer capsid proteins will allow rigorous experiments to test whether observed associations between mutations in outer capsid protein genes and viral phenotypes reflect causal relationships. The high particle-to-infectious unit ratio that is typical of rotavirus virions could be explained, in part, by many particles entering cells through “dead-end” pathways. The ability to use infection as an end point to verify productive entry is a key advantage of using infectious recoated particles rather than noninfectious VLPs for assembly and entry studies. The ability to engineer particles with blocks to productive entry will expand the range of potential experiments beyond those that can be carried out with virus strains produced by reverse genetics.

We have obtained high-resolution structures for the head and body domains of VP4 (18, 19, 37, 59) and anticipate a high-resolution structure for VP7 (17). Structure-based engineering of the influenza virus hemagglutinin has produced substantial insights into membrane fusion (25). Studies using revovirus have pioneered the use of recoating to study the assembly and entry of this nonenveloped virus (3, 4, 40, 41). We will combine structure-based engineering of VP4 and VP7 with recoating to determine how the rearrangements of rotavirus outer capsid proteins lead to membrane penetration by rotavirus during cell entry. Finally, recoating could provide a novel “sheep in wolf’s clothing” approach to designing highly attenuated rotavirus preparations capable of a single round of efficient entry and replication in the host.
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